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Who are the mediators? 
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We have five mediators with a wide collective (and in some cases individual) experience. They are:-Nicki CurtisJune RalphEdward SmithAndrew WallSteve ProbertAll have been trained and accredited by CEDR, ADR Group and/or WIPO.



Approximate 
Claim Value 

Length of 
Session 

Guideline Fees Per 
Party (Excluding 

VAT) 

Amount for 
Additional Hour 

(Per Party) 

£10,000 or less 1 Hour  £55 - 
2 Hours £135 £110 

£10,001 - 
£25,000 

2 Hours £135 £110 

3 Hours £215 £110 
4 Hours £250 £110 

£25,001 - 
£50,000 

4 Hours £295 £125 

8 Hours £555 £125 
£50,000 + 4 Hours £335 £140 

8 Hours £650 £140 
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Parties are advised to ‘negotiate’ the mediation fee in advance of the mediation.  NB. Determining even an approximate claim value can be a very subjective affair.
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Mediations – When can we help? 
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The UK IPO Mediation Service can help parties to resolves a wide range of disputes. Any dispute that involves some form of intellectual property is suitable – eg. patents, trade marks, domain names, company names, registered & unregistered designs (UDR), copyright, trade secrecy.Our mediators are also available to mediate at any stage in a dispute – from pre-action right through to the day before trial.We are willing to travel anywhere in the UK (including the Channel Islands, Isle of Man etc) to mediate. If parties are willing to travel to Newport for a mediation, there is no charge for the mediation rooms.  We also provide a telephone mediation service, but we only advise this if one or more parties is based outside the UK, and/or if the claim value is very low. Mediations can be arranged at short notice – often as little as one week.
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What have we learned? 
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There is still a considerable reluctance on the part of disputants to mediate. It is often seen as a sign of weakness. We have found that it helps if the court/tribunal (eg. IPO Hearing Officers) “push” the parties to at least consider mediation. A party who refuses to try mediation may be asked to justify that refusal at the end of litigation, and may be subject to an adverse award of costs (even if they win on the substantive issue) if the court/tribunal considers that the refusal to mediate was unreasonable. Failure to respond to a suggestion of mediation by the other party can also be regarded as unreasonable refusal to mediate, and penalised in costs.We get a large number of queries about mediation, but most are unilateral – ie. they haven’t got the other party(ies) on board. Often they want us to contact the other side and set up a mediation.  We are generally unable to do this.  Unless the other side has agreed to be contacted, an approach from IPO will almost certainly make matters worse.Three out of the first four mediations this year were IPEC cases where the parties had either been ordered to try mediation, or had appreciated the benefit of having a mediation date scheduled before attending the CMC.Legal representatives are often a mediator’s best ally. Despite what they tell their client, they are aware of the risk of losing, and they (generally) prefer to keep the client for the longer term.If legal costs are an issue, such that the parties cannot afford to have their legal representative(s) in attendance throughout a lengthy mediation, it may be possible for them to bring a legal representative in towards the end of the day (or at least speak on the phone) when the bones of a settlement have been thrashed out.
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What can go wrong? 
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Legal costs can often be the largest obstacle to a settlement at a mediation. Don’t leave it too late to mediate, because the legal costs continue to grow until they overtake the claim value.Bringing the wrong person (from the client company) to the mediation.  Eg. if there are several directors of the client company, and only one attends the mediation, he or she may be too constrained in terms of what can be agreed without referring back to the other directors. Sometimes an isolated director won’t accept a settlement that is better than the alternative, for fear of losing face back at the office.Breaching the confidentiality of a mediation is extremely rare, but it can happen. Make sure your client understands the consequences of disclosing something that is said in a mediation.



How to succeed in a mediation 

1 
2 
3 

Come with an open mind, 
rather than piles of evidence   

Be prepared to be 
challenged 

Let your client do the 
talking 4 

Speak to the mediator 
before the session 
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By speaking to the mediator before the mediation, you should be able to check on his/her preferred style of mediation (facilitative – evaluative). You will also be able to confirm what briefing (if any) the mediator wants, and when & to whom it should be submitted. If the mediator is unable or unwilling to talk to you before the mediation, think about changing the mediator!Legal representatives often feel more comfortable when surrounded by piles of evidence. But in mediation, the future is much more important than the past. So evidence about what has gone wrong in the past will not usually help you to find a settlement. It’s all about the future.Most mediators find it helpful to challenge the parties’ perceptions of the strengths and weakness of their respective case. The mediator may do this in a joint session, or separately with the parties in private sessions. It can sometimes be uncomfortable for the legal representatives. Don’t be alarmed.If you’re attending a mediation with your client, try to resist the temptation to do all the talking.  Mediation is not a dress rehearsal for litigation.  The other side will pay more attention to what your client says, than what you say.  Your client is much more likely to have an emotional investment in the dispute, and this will carry more conviction with the other side than the most eloquent legal oratory.
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